Birth Injuries
From the sidelines of the attacks and counterattacks on Alexander Pope during the eighteenth century, friend and collaborator William Broome astutely observed, "A person of real merit will build himself a monument with the very stones that are thrown at him by the hands of the malicious" (Corr 2:163). What has an attack on or by others to do with the constitution of a self? Discussions of satire rarely challenge Alvin Kernan's belief: "we never find characters in satire, only caricature . . . in no art form is the complexity of human existence so obviously scanted as in satire " (1965:23 ). Yet readers must be struck by the degree of authorial self-involvement practiced by writers like Manley, Swift, and Pope. Each imagined himself or herself as a satiric fiction. The idea of injurious language and its role in the process of interpellation-speech acts of naming, renaming, and namecalling "by which a subject is constituted in language"-pertains readily autobiographical satire: "by being called a name, one is also, paradoxically, given a certain possibility of social existence" (Butler, 2).
Satiric words can wound and embody. Pope 'fixes' Hervey on a verbal pin by calling him a 'gilded bug' but in so doing casts himself as the waspish curmudgeon whom others attempt to "catch" or to whom they "[a]ll fly to Twit'nam" like so many drones to a queen bee (TE 4:97, ll. 14, 21) . Swift lashed faults in others: a flayed woman and a dissected beau are among his most memorable images. How fitting that, in a revision of his will to accommodate a final self-assessment, he chose to be remembered as a body cut open: 'Here lies the body of Jonathan Swift . . . where savage indignation can no more lacerate his heart."
2 Indeed, images of cut hearts are common to all three writers. Manley begins her most complex satire, Memoirs of Europe, with a scene in which the narrator removes this vital organ from her chest. Expressing ardor for Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, Pope too offers a cardiac transplant: "I love you as well as King Herod could Herodias . . . and would as freely give you my heart in a Dish, as he did another's head" (Corr 1:353). Swift mused to Pope about a possible haven for satirists, "an Hospital built for [the world's] despisers . . . it need not be a large Building" (2:342). Pope responded by developing the image: "I wish as warmly as you for the Hospital to lodge the Despisers of the World in, only I fear it would be fill'd wholly . . . with maim'd Soldiers, and such as had been dis-abled" (2:349). Satirists, like the maimed soldiers, cannot attack without sustaining wounds. But these wounds leave the scars that define and distinguish each from the other, that give each 'character.'
Difficile est saturam non scribere: Juvenal's claim of compulsion takes on new meaning as the satirist's rationale. The satirist "cling[s] to the terms that pain [him/her] because . . . they offer . . . some form of social and discursive existence" (I adapt Butler, 25). Satire must have a hostile 'other' to instigate what are depicted as irresistible counterattacks. Integral to this process is an autobiographical possibility: like "excitable" speech, the satirist's words must be uttered and thus compel the exercise of voice or agency. Pope bound four volumes of published attacks on himself, "the libeled Person and the pictur'd Shape," as if by binding them he could somehow contain and own them. Pat Rogers observes that these attacks were a source of self-definition: he "fed on the assaults of others: his artistic constitution took its rudest health in a climate of opposition"(1993:4). To recall Broome's terms, he used the stones thrown at him to build a monument to himself.
The satirist aspires to a subject position aligned with a (political/social) minority-the small group of friends laughing or whispering in a corner. Thus Pope imagines confiding in Arbuthnot about how others think of the Scriblerians: "I found him close with Swift"-"Indeed? No doubt" / (Cries prating Balbus) "something will come out" (TE 4:115, . This group, although disenfranchised in certain ways, nevertheless has access to
